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THE GENERAL SITUATION
OF THE POLISH RED CROSS SOCIETY
IN THE YEARS 1986—1991

In the discussed period, the statutory activities were very differentiated, and this was 
mainly the result of social, economic and political changes which have occurred in our 
country, and also the Resolutions of the IXth National Polish Red Cross Congress.

In the initial period of the previous term (years 1986—87), a centralized model was 
predominant in the Society. One of the main goals was to acquire new members in terms 
of impressive statistical figures. The actual voluntary activity was overlooked. Prevailing 
part of Polish Red Cross work was performed by paid staff members. Too few Polish 
Red Cross members got involved in active work; in spite of certain efforts towards 
socializing the organization a sufficient number of volunteers was not gained — and the 
system of training and further improvement of $taff members was not elaborated.

Meetings in circles and local board conferences (regional), and also plenary meet
ings of the Central Committee, all related to the report-election campaign in 1988, started 
a broad discussion over the programme realized in the 80-ies, its forms of realization 
and ways of managing and financing the activities.

Other cognitive methods have been initiated in parallel to discussions and opinion 
gathering in different structures of Society. Investigations among full-time employees 
and among different groups of functional staff members were conducted.

A poll was conducted on a representative group of the Polish society. In effect of 
conducted studies, it can be concluded that the number of active workers and members 
of the Polish Red Cross is diminishing, and attracting new members is becoming more 
difficult, whereas social demands, and thus following Polish Red Cross tasks — are 
growing. These conclusions have been confirmed in 1989, when a rapid indigence of 
many social groups has caused an increase of demands for new forms of assistance from 
the Polish Red Cross and for their financing.

Organization of new forms of voluntary activities, undertaking individual initiatives, 
encouraging the society to help people in need, characterized the activities of the Society 
in 1989. Realization of all policies of substantial work and additional goals was 
accompanied by celebrations of the 70-th Anniversary of establishing the Polish Red 
Cross, 125th Anniversary of establishing the Red Cross and multidirectional discussions 
over the programme and statute before the National Conference.

The IXth National Conference was held on the 17—18th November 1989. Achieve
ments of the VUIth term of office were summarized, discussed and passed as a 
programme Resolution at this Conference'. Also amendments to the statute were made 
and new authorities were elected.

Documents of the IXth National Conference are of great significance for substantial 
and organizational activities of all components of the Polish Red Cross. These documents 
defined independence of the society and ways of cooperation and partnership with state 
authorities.
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The modified Statute, besides updating the goals and tasks of the Society and 
modernizing its structures, has fully confirmed affection of the Polish Red Cross to the 
ideals and fundamental principles of the Red Cross and has introduced a ban to organize 
political organizations within Society structures.

Also the following principles have been assumed:

— decentralization of decision-making process concerning the programme, 
financing and organization,

— division of resolution-making (boards) and executive (presidium of these 
boards) functions,

— functioning autonomy of councils, problem commissions and other organiza
tional components.

Besides the above mentioned, principles of conducting economical activities by 
individual Society elements, have been defined.

Main activity trends of the Polish Red Cross indicating priority goals have been 
defined, basic principles of developing the Society as a social movement, and conditions 
essential for realizing tasks have been pointed out in the programme resolution.

The resolution guaranteed full responsibility for eligible authorities in all Polish Red 
Cross cells at different levels of activities, and for proper choice of tasks and their 
realization — depending on the needs of the social group and individually acquired 
financial means. Many demands of various circles of active workers, eliminating 
limitations and interference from outside into programme tasks and management of the 
organization, have been fulfilled.

Rendering full autonomy to field structures has changed the function and role of the 
Central Committee. At the moment this involves:

— organizational and financial support of socially important initiatives,

— creating internal regulation and initiating changes in the existing legal regulations,

— generalizing most interesting initiatives in form of proposition of free choice 
by active workers.

In 1990 — all Polish Red Cross Committees active workers and employees passed 
their practical exam in implementing resolutions of the IXth National Conference. The 
government’s decision about discontinuing subsidizing statutory activities of Voluntary 
Organizations has caused that individual undertaking of increased tasks — especially in 
the area of social assistance — and obtaining financial means for their realization, has 
become a fact.

Changes occurring in the Society have a continuous character, in the course of which 
development trends are being determined. One of the main steps was the plenary meeting 
of the Central Committee of the Polish Red Cross, held in June 1990, where strategic 
problems of the Polish Red Cross in the present social and economic situation of the 
country have been determined. The following may be listed as key problems:

— consequent and accelerated decentralization connected with changing the 
function and tasks of organizational structures with special emphasis on
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Polish Red Cross activities in local societies is necessary. This means a change 
of the traditional model of activities of Polish Red Cross circles. Special 
attention should be made to concrete actions of groups of workers in a given 
environment, who are not necessarily Polish Red Cross members,

— authorities and active members of the Polish Red Cross must learn self-de
pendence and partnership cooperation with state and autonomy authorities at 
all organizational levels more quickly,

— consequent establishing of authentic elites, which should be mainly chosen

sible tasks, is necessary,
from among adolescent movement able to mature and undertake more respon

— the Society must intensify and speed up preparations for human service in 
case of natural disasters and national and international conflicts. Since last 
year the Society has worked more actively in this field. Dozen or so 
warehouses were organized. They are equipped with the relief goods essential 
in the case of emergency. The program of action was worked out and it 
includes among the other training of volunteers and staff members being in 
charge of organizing emergency assistance,

— the Society cannot realize tasks without systematic financial support, which 
cannot be ensured by traditional methods of collecting funds. Specialists, who 
could help in elaborating appropriate programmes and their realization, must 
be acquired,

— the Society as a whole should have better knowledge of International Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement, its role, identity and present problems.

The governmental allocations received in the years 1990 and 1991 are the important 
source for financing some significant activities of the Society. The allocations are meant 
for realization of the specified tasks ordered by the government, such as care for the sick 
and elderly, chosen subjects concerning protection of health, dissemination of Interna
tional Humanitarian Law and for activity conducted by Information and Tracing Office. 
The Polish Red Cross own incomes, usually obtained with big difficulties are meant for 
other statutory activities, including social assistance for population.

It may be stated with great satisfaction, that in spite of many difficulties, voivodship 
and local boards have developed many new initiatives, have acquired means from the 
society, factories, churches, institutions and national associations. This has ensured 
continuation of most important tasks, i. e. giving immediate and material help for the 
poorest and unemployed, help in malnutrition (mainly in schools). The search for 
financial means has accelerated undertaking economical activities by field boards.

The mentioned examples—positive examples, do not mean, that the difficult social 
and economic situation in the country has not left a negative mark on the Society's work. 
We have registered numerous signals about the decline of circles in factories, the number 
of social workers and their activity diminishes, also the number of full-time workers 
concerned with organizational activity is decreasing. Publications and propaganda at the 
central level have been limited.
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SOCIAL WELFARE ACTIVITY
This work of the Polish Red Cross was most important in the period 1986—1990.
Since 1961 the Polish Red Cross organizes and leads permanent care for elderly 

lonely people, for infirm, severely ill and handicapped persons, who remain in their own 
flats. At the moment 110,000 persons within the whole country remain under such care. 
90% of these people benefit from the free of charge care because of the very difficult 
financial situation.

Hygiene-nursing care is conducted by nurses of the Polish Red Cross emergency 
trained by Polish Red Cross at special courses. At the moment, approx. 30,000 nurses 
are employed. Red Cross active members are a great help in this work, and also 
neighbours of those remaining under care, so called neighbourhood help, for some form 
of payment; there are 16,500 such persons.

The economic situation of the country and increased maintenance costs, unemploy
ment, are making the society impoverished thus increasing the demand for immediate 
help in form of clothes, food, drugs and financial support.

Since 1990 nourishment points have been established all over the country, where 
approx. 50,000 meals free of charge are being served everyday (including about 50% for 
school adolescents). Two Polish Red Cross pharmacies are supplying the society with 
drugs difficult to obtain (Warsaw, Wroclaw).

Such a wide scope of services is possible as a result of support of the Polish society 
and assistance of sister Societies which have supported us in the form of food, clothes, 
financial means and medical equipment.

Polish Red Cross caring centres dealing with recognizing field demands and 
requirements are initiators and coordinators of different forms of care. 1,659 such centres 
work within the whole country. They cooperate with various institutions and organiza
tions in order to ensure best help for those in need. They undertake actions aimed at 
activating and drawing nearer the handicapped persons, together with broadening their 
interests.

Members of the Polish Red Cross, especially the youth have actively participated in 
the caring activity. School, academic, factory circles and voluntary blood donor clubs 
cooperated with caring points, helping elderly and ill persons in their shopping, small 
household repairs, cleaning, cultivating home gardens, caring over family graves of those 
being all alone, in establishing contact with friends, in bringing combustible, meals, 
exchanging library books, reading press aloud, etc. Traditional forms of work, eg. visits 
on the occasion of religious holidays and state holidays, were realized, participation in 
occasional events etc. for those remaining under care, was made possible.

Many circles have conducted independent caring activities, assigning own income 
funds for this purpose.

In spite of large activity in this field, we are not fully satisfied. Encouraging 
individual voluntary workers to participate in this activity renders large difficulties — 
there is still too few of them, especially when it concerns definite help for handicapped, 
ill, etc.
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VOLUNTARY BLOOD DONATION
Still propagation of voluntary blood donation and enrollment of voluntary blood 

donors is the basic task of the Polish Red Cross. This work is conducted with the 
assistance of Voluntary Blood Donating Councils being advisory bodies of Polish Red 
Cross statutory organs at all levels of activity. These councils point out the directions of 
activities, inspire different propagation forms, etc. The group of voluntary blood donors, 
the number of which is estimated at approx. 1 million — besides adolescents — was the 
most active in the Polish Red Cross and most involved in propagating ideas of the Red 
Cross. Many blood donors (290,000) are organized in Voluntary Blood Donor Clubs 
working in many social circles. At the end of 1990 their number reached 3,632. Besides 
propagating voluntary blood donating, these clubs have undertaken various Red Cross 
tasks, concerning eg. propagating health education, AIDS prophylaxis, social activities 
for the benefit of the local community.

Until some time voluntary blood donating developed dynamically. In its peak 
developmental period it delivered over 500,000 litres of blood, what ensured more than 
94% of health service demands, and it was assumed that very shortly the coverage will 
be higher. In the last 2—3 years the situation in blood donating has deteriorated. The 
main reason for this state of affairs is:

— difficult economic situation, occurrence of unemployment and social poverty,

— insecure situation of many factories (liquidation). Also the process of owner
ship relationships influences this event (privatization),

— inhibitions in the development of voluntary blood donation result from 
difficult economic situation in health service, especially blood service (dif
ficult dwelling conditions of blood donation stations, lack of blood sampling 
equipment — disposable needles and containers) — and the unresolved final 
direction of changes resulting from health service reform.

All these factors give rise to many uncertainties as to the ways of resolving the 
present blood donating situation. Nonetheless the trend should be towards stopping the 
drop in blood collection through:

— expanding propagated blood donation forms,

— tightening cooperation with the health service and blood service,

— regulating VBD statute in institutions and maintaining hitherto existing rights 
for blood donors,

— ensuring financial means for propagating voluntary blood donation and for 
purchase of equipment essential for blood service centres.

Elaborating a new model of voluntary blood donation will surely be'a long-term 
process, as it requires structural changes, new legal regulations and other then till now 
organizational solutions adjusted to new conditions, which are not yet finally formed.
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FIRST AID TRAINING
This was still one of the basic activity directions of the Polish Red Cross, although 

this field requires most changes.
In recent years mass training of the population was conducted within 15-hour 

pre-medical first aid courses (for approx. 500,000 persons annually), training of hospital 
orderlies at 30-hour courses (41,000 persons) and training of Welfare Medical-Sanitary’ 
Instructors of Polish Red Cross at 2-week training organized in Polish Red CrossTraining 
Centres.

From among the trained, posts and sanitary teams were organized in factories and 
schools.

In 1990 the Polish Red Cross conducted a critical evaluation of this activity. It was 
assumed, that the so far existing forms and methods of activity are out-dated and the 
great training effort did not bring expected effects. Therefore, a new training concept 
was assumed, comprising principle elements; effectiveness, relating training subjects 
with real health hazards and life hazards occurring in the environment and motivating 
trained persons to undertake rescue actions. New training programmes were prepared 
adjusted to different environments and age groups and new didactic materials were 
elaborated. Recently 80-hour preparatory courses for lecturers, according to the new 
programme, are held.

HEALTH PROTECTION ACTIVITY
Educational-health protection activity conducted by the Polish Red Cross aims at 

increasing the society’s knowledge about health culture by stimulating the citizens’ sense 
of responsibility for own health and that of the surroundings, and activating the popula
tion to active work for the benefit of physical and psychic health protection, improvement 
of sanitary-hygienic states of the country, protection of natural environment, prevention 
against civilization diseases, professional illnesses and social pathologies.

The Polish Red Cross initiates and organizes health education activities in various 
rural and municipal environments with reference to members of Polish Red Cross circles, 
who are supported by Welfare Health Instructors of the Polish Red Cross.

Different forms of competitions (tidiness, reading, plastic and others), contests about 
health knowledge, health tournaments, projections of health education subjects and many 
others, are the most frequent forms of health education work of the Society. The above 
listed health education forms are applied among children as well as the youth and adults.

For many years now the Polish Red Cross organizes a massive nationwide action, 
in which all older and younger social workers take part, and also full-time employees 
and sympathizers of our organization mutually arranging places of work, science or 
recreation.

Independently of the above presented activity of local cells, the Polish Red Cross 
Headquarters conduct publication and propaganda activity within health education. And 
thus recommendations of Polish Red Cross Headquarters are realized in the form of 
health education films and videos, brochures, posters, pamphlets, calendars and other 
material conlaining health education information are published by the Polish Red Cross, 
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also prophylaxis and health protection propaganda through mass media is being con
ducted. Also various national and international conferences are organized.

Despite the mentioned examples of activity, effectiveness and influence on the 
society is too weak.

In the mentioned period work concerning AIDS prophylaxis has been especially 
developed. In 1987 international seminars with participation of league representative 
have been organized. The purpose of these meeting was to exchange opinions and 
experience concerning forms and methods of struggling against AIDS, used by national 
Societies. In 1988 a national conference was organized in order to determine the 
principles of cooperation between organizations and institution dealing with this prob
lem. Also outline of the training programme for Polish Red Cross employees has been 
elaborated. Material destined for voluntary blood donors and majority of society have 
been published in an edition of approx. 1,800,000 copies. Over 100 consulting points for 
AIDS prophylaxis, have been appointed at Polish Red Cross boards. In the present year, 
thanks to financial and substantial assistance of the Swedish Red Cross a training seminar 
for persons concerned with this problem was held.

ACTIVITY AMONG CHILDREN AND YOUTH
The Polish Red Cross comprises in its activities children in the pre-school age (about 

1 million children organized in “Squinel” clubs) primary and secondary school children 
and university students (approx. 1,8 million adolescents — members of school and 
university Polish Red Cross circles and social groups of youth instructors). Polish Red 
Cross activity within educational centres is conducted by terms of the agreement with 
the Minister of National Education.

In child-youth group all statutory work trends are being realized. Every school vea; 
special emphasis is placed on one of the chosen fields.

In the years 1986—1990 these comprised:

— humanitarian education — with the motto: “Polish Red Cross Youth works 
for peace and man’s right” (this was also connected with celebrations of the 
International Year of Peace),

— health education — following the motto: “let’s live in good health, hygienically
— then we shall all win” and “Health for everybody — everybody for health,”

— emergency service — following the motto: “You can also save a life,”

— social assistance—especially for the benefit of handicapped children follow
ing the motto: “The Red Cross children’s friend” and “A man for man.”

Goals realized at the local level were accompanied with nationwide action:

1) Nationwide Competition on the Knowledge about the Red Cross and 
International Humanitarian law following motto: “The Red Cross the 
symbol of Peace” (994 secondary school pupils participated in it),
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2) two editions of Nationwide Competition on Tidiness, Esthetics and 
Hygiene at School following the motto: “Our school is clean and healthy” 
(4,000 schools participated in the first, and 3,000 in the second round),

3) Nationwide Artistic Competition (for primary school children following 
motto: “Hygiene everyday — health for the whole life,”

4) annually organized National Festival of the Red Cross Song and Nation
wide Jamboree of Social Youth Instructors,

5) celebration of Polish Red Cross Youth’ Day (15th October of each year).

A large role in realizing Red Cross tasks among the youth is played by members of 
social groups of youth instructors (SIM). Work of these groups mainly concentrates on 
cooperation with “Squirrel” clubs and school Polish Red Cross circles (help in planning 
and realizing tasks), on different forms of caring activity — (eg. organizing continuing 
duty by the telephone and immediate help for people requiring it — this form is called 
"Goodwill Emergency”), conducting health education (health festivals, health education 
rallies, various competitions, etc.) and also preparing and conducting Polish Red Cross 
camp action (among others majority of pedagogical staff and instructors are SIM).

One of the main activities for the benefit of child-adolescent group is the organiza
tion of voi vodship and national camp action (in the Summer and Winter). Training camps 
are organized for school youth instructors and medical-sanitary rescuers, social holiday 
camps and contact holiday camps (for ill and handicapped children). In all, in the years 
1986—1990 as many as 611 such centres were organized for 33,861 persons. Moreover, 
during the holidays — 554 young Polish Red Cross members benefitted from holiday 
camps held abroad (on principles of bilateral non-currency exchange); in Poland we have 
accepted the same number of people from different European Societies. In the Summer 
1990 Polish Red Cross put up a 300 person group of children and adolescents from 
Romania — this was a solidarity assistance action.

Within the scope of cooperation with other national Associations — 60 repre
sentatives of Polish Red Cross youth participated in 18 conferences, seminars, interna
tional conferences on training youth personnel (participants from 16 national 
associations took part in it).

The Polish Red Cross pays a lot of attention to autonomous activities of the youth 
in the Association. One of the methods to reinforce such models is appointing at Polish 
Red Cross boards of all levels youth councils, whose purpose would be to serve various 
youth movement units with substantial and organizational assistance, cooperate with 
teachers — school Polish Red Cross circle guardians, to organize work of these councils 
is very differentiated, some them work only formally, some have a very small youth 
representation. On initiative of the National Youth Council works are conducted to 
eliminate these disadvantageous phenomena and to ensure that youth councils may fully 
represent the youth movement and undertake programme and organizational-financial 
decision.
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITY
Within this field 3 main goals were realized:

— popularization of programmes and tasks undertaken by the International Red 
Cross Movement and the Red Crescent Movement. In relation to this approx. 
30 publications concerning the Movements activity, more important program
mes, and many current information were issued in the period 1986—90,

— participation in programmes launched by the International RC and RC 
Movement:

a) as a result of the pronouncement made by the Polish Red Cross concerning 
“Humanitarian Gesture” with regard to 3,000 persons in humanitarian 
cases, serving sentences clemency was obtained,

b) Polish Red Cross active workers, especially the youth, took part in the 
“World Campaign” for war victims in different parts of the country. Final 
celebrations (concert) was held in Gdansk, and world of culture, politics 
and other spheres of public life participated in it.

— continuation of exchange of experience with other Associations by the direct 
contacts between local workers and those at the central level, which at that 
time was very lively. Besides bilateral contacts, Polish Red Cross workers 
including adolescents, participated in many seminars concerning various 
problems. Recently the main purpose of these contacts was recognition of 
activity patterns of other Associations in Europe, in order to utilize them in 
the works of the Polish Red Cross.

Polish Red Cross was the host of 4 international meetings, including the youth 
conference in 1986, where the league was the coorganizer.

The tasks in the field of disseminating international humanitarian law, knowledge 
about the history, principles and ideals of the Red Cross were systematically realized. 
This work was inspired by the Programme Council of the Dissemination of IHL which 
works along with the Polish Red Cross Headquarters. The council conducts training 
activity (courses for organizers disseminating the knowledge on the local level, seminars 
for Polish law students, participation in courses organized by other institutions), and 
editorial, also it started other forms of generalizing and promotion of international 
humanitarian laws in the country.

In the discussed period 5 courses of the Warsaw Summer School destined for law 
students of European and North American universities whose co-organizers is the Red 
Cross Committee, were held in Poland.

CARE FOR REFUGEES
The Polish Red Cross continued its activity in this field, started in previous years. 

Until the Office for Refugees MIA, i.e. until November 1990, was established, our 
Association performed complete care for foreigners of approx. 20 nations (ensuring 
shelter, food, medical care, clothes, hygienic means, etc., and maintaining contacts with 
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1,400 persons benefited from Polish Red Cross assistance, and this including a large 
group from East Germany, who spent a few weeks in Poland. In 1990 the Polish Red 
Cross helped 1,200 foreigners.

At the moment our Society cooperates with the mentioned Office for Refugees MIA, 
with special emphasis to giving help in humanitarian cases.

INTERNATIONAL RELIEF
In the period 1986—1990 the Polish Red Cross sent help to over 20 countries. 

Thanks to the support of the Polish society, help for Armenia, Romania and Lithuania 
had especially large dimensions. For example in 1990 the Polish Red Cross sent 29 
transports with gifts, for a total value of 7.5 bln zt to national Society of Albania, Iran 
Peru, Bulgaria, Romania and USSR. In the current year assistance for Lithuania and 
victims of the Gulf War reached largest dimensions.

Within help the Polish Red Cross accepted a few hundred children from Romania, 
Ukraine, Lithuania and White Russia for a holiday in 1990 and 1991 (especially children 
affected by Chernobyl disaster).

In 1990 an activity plan for Polish Red Cross in case of natural disasters was 
elaborated and implemented. Within this whole country were organized. There is a lot 
to be done yet within this area, eg. Polish Red Cross staff training.

In the years 1987—1988 the Polish Red Cross participated in the action of medical 
help to Cambodia organized by the International Red Cross Committee and sent 8 
medical teams there. Each team comprised 2 doctors and a nurse.

INFORMATION ACTIVITIES
The main purposes of propaganda is to generalize humanitarian ideas of the Red 

Cross, informing the society about present Polish Red Cross tasks and creating an 
atmosphere favoring realization of tasks and attainment of new 'active workers and 
sympathizers of the Association.

These goals were realized through:

— cooperation with radio and television (frequent programmes, propaganda 
illustrations, informations given in the news, nationwide radio and television 
competition),

— cooperation with editorial offices and journalists (press conferences, competi
tion for journalists, transfer of current information material),

— organizing events on different subjects and range (festivals, competitions, 
rallies, meetings, eliminations, etc).

The most popular form of propaganda influencing were various types of poster 
publication, brochures, books with large edition. They dealt with various Polish Red 
Cross activities.

Other propaganda forms include plaquettes, plastic bags, pendents, pens, stickers, 
self-adhesive calendars etc.
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The largest intensity of propaganda activity was noted each year during the “Polish 
Red Cross Week”—at the central level, as well as in the field. All methods and available 
forms of propaganda were used, many events, especially of jubilee character were 
organized at the time. Each year a poster with the international motto of the year is issued 
for the “Polish Red Cross Week.”

In the discussed period three jubilees were of great significance in propaganda 
activity: 125th Anniversary of the Red Cross Movement, 70th Anniversary of the Polish 
Red Cross and 30th Anniversary of voluntary blood donation in Poland. Many initiative 
undertaken on this occasion have caused popularization of the idea, achievements and 
tasks of the Red Cross in Poland.

Since 1987 “The Red Cross Review” is being published — a bimonthly, the purpose 
of which is to quickly transfer information to the employees and Polish Red Cross 
workers in the whole country, concerning initiatives and actions organized in Poland, 
and also about the red cross activity in the world.

A film library is organized in the Headquarters, and three films produced so far, as 
well as those from the current production are being collected. Video cassettes are 
collected and hired for 2 years now.

In 1990 arranging and listing of documents and historical relics has been completed. 
And now access is given to those interested and to institutions.

Also monthly journals of the Polish Red Cross: “1 am” for the youth (approx. 1 
million copies). “Health” and new journal for children “Zygzak” are of great sig
nificance.

INFORMATION AND TRACING OFFICE
Still one of the most important activities of the Polish Red Cross is work for war 

victims. In the years 1986—1990 the Information and Office still fulfilled its fundamen
tal tasks, that is: searched for war victims, armed conflicts and natural disasters, sought 
war graves and documented the fate of Poles during the II World War.

During the reporting period, the amount of correspondence which reached the Office 
amounted to over 197 thousand problems. Within the received correspondence over 23 
thousand letters concerned looking for families and relations, almost 60 thousand letters 
concerned obtaining various sort of certificates from the war period, about 10 thousand 
letters concerned looking for war graves.

40 thousand people came to the Office.
The Information and Inquiry Office determined addresses of 2,886 persons, who 

have been separated from their families during the war or lost contact for other reasons. 
In 770 cases information about death of relations was passed over.

In the years 1986—1990 the Information and Office elaborated and issued over 17 
thousand positive certificates camps, prisoner-of-war camps,' on forced labour etc, and 
after conducting many studies in own archives and in foreign archives,* approx. 15 
thousand negative certificates.

In the discussed period the Information and Inquiry Office faced a very serious 
problem of testifying to forced labour of Poles during the II World War in connection 
with registration of the Association of Poles being victims of the HI German Reich, in 
Poland.
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Places of burial of over 7 thousand soldiers and other war victims have been 
determined.

The Office helped in transferring 1088 messages between Lebanon, Iraq, and 
families living in Poland.

We have also participated in a few exhumations of war victims in Warsaw.
Documents found in Office archive and documents obtained from archives in Poland 

and abroad have been continually elaborated — over 29 thousand cards have been 
registered, what is of great significance in conducting the search.

Also the Office has rendered access to archive documents to many institutions and 
private in Poland and abroad.

Representatives of the Office have participated in works and meeting of the Caring 
Committee over Cemeteries and War Quarters of the Council for the Protection of 
Warfare and Martyrdom Monuments, and in inspections of cemeteries and quarters. The 
Office also cooperated with the team for identifying unknown soldiers of the Polish army 
who died in Poland, especially by rendering access to documents from own archive and 
helping in solving various problem matters, eg. while identifying the dead.

In the discussed period the Office paid a lot of attention to document conservation. 
At the end of 1988 the Office elaborated, and transferred to the German Red Cross a few 
hundred deposits of soldiers of the German army who died in Poland.

Of special significance to the Polish society is the subject of the so called Katyn 
case, especially determining the burials place of Polish officers, interned by USSR 
authorities and shot in 1940, and proper commemoration of these places. Polish Red 
Cross, next to the Polish government and other interested organizations participates in 
works related to that matter and completes its sourcebook.

The lists of Polish prisoners-of-war, who stayed in camps in Kozielsk, Starobielsk 
and Ostaszkow, obtained just recently, are in the course of elaboration. With reference 
to them certificates are being systematically issued to their families.

Lately a representative of the Office went together with a group of representatives 
of the government and experts to the burial place near Kharkov. According to settlements 
with USSR authorities the group is conducting partial exhumation.

According to the agreement signed between the Governments of Poland and 
Germany concerning care about German graves (of soldiers) found on the territory of 
Poland, the Polish and German Red Cross have undertaken a systematic cooperation in 
thi- field realizing the work plan, the purpose of which is to materialize the agreement 
between both countries.

The problem of so called social searching undertaken for humanitarian reasons has 
been growing recently. Emigration of many Poles in last decade, foreign travelling and 
even tourism, have caused that many families are turning to the Office for help in finding 
their relation, who after leaving Poland have broken their bonds with family in Poland. 
This is a difficult problem and a controversial one, requiring criteria extending the search 
to this group of people.
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STRUCTURE OF THE POLISH RED CROSS SOCIETY
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